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Abstract: This paper explores the research areas of Quantum
Computing, and the real-life applications in which this new field
of research can transform human lives on earth. We first
introduce the idea of Quantum Computing and how it is different
from traditional computing, then we highlight main application
areas and use cases of quantum technologies that will enhance
people life and turn many experiments that had never been
feasible before into a handy undertaking. The purpose of this
paper is to emphasize the importance of Quantum Computing as
a research area and the promising life changing applications that
can come out of applied research in this field.

So the main motive behind the idea of Quantum
Computing emerged from two fold concern: the need to study
real-world natural phenomena, and the limitations of the
traditional computing capacity and ability to cope with the
requirements to fulfill this need. The best way to simulate and
study the physical nature is to use its components to do
computations. The basis lies in quantum physics and
mathematics sciences.

Index Terms: Quantum Computing, Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, Applied Research

A quantum processor is mainly consisting of particles
that are acting in certain physical nature when subjected to
certain physical conditions.

I.

II. BASIC IDEA

INTRODUCTION

Quantum Computing is a research field at its infancy,
like those old days when you tried to program a code by
writing without having the ability to run it actually on a real
computer. The current state of the this field shows that it's still
far from being in the reach of researchers' hand at a wide scale,
because of the lab technologies is relies upon. Actual
experiments are limited to certain research institutes and
commercial companies who have invested in building real
quantum processors within the environment necessary to apply
quantum physics interactions. However, many developments
can still be done from a research point of view by exploring
different applications and developing relevant algorithms.
"The story of quantum computers begins in 1981
with Richard Feynman, probably the most famous physicist of
his time. At a conference on physics and computation at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Feynman asked the
question: Can we simulate physics on a computer? The answer
was—not exactly. Or, more precisely—not all of physics. One
of the branches of physics is quantum mechanics, which
studies the laws of nature on the scale of individual atoms and
particles. If we try to simulate quantum mechanics on a
computer, we run into a fundamental problem. The full
description of quantum physics has so many variables that we
cannot keep track of all of them on a computer." [1]

Fig. 1 The Quantum Processor

The Bloch sphere is a representation of a qubit
(quantum bit), the fundamental building block of quantum
computers. Qubits are made up of controlled particles and the
means of control (e.g. devices that trap particles and switch
them from one state to another). A qubit is the quantum
version of a bit, and its quantum state can take values of |0>,
|1>, or both at once, a phenomenon known as superposition.
The half angle bracket notation |> is conventionally used to
distinguish qubits.
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Another basic gate is the controlledcontrolled NOT, or CNOT.
It operates upon two qubits, with the first acting as a control
qubit and the second as the target qubit. The CNOT gate flips
the second bit if and only if the first qubit is a 1.
1 [11]

A quantum circuit takes some number n of qubits as
input, and outputs the same number of qubits. In the diagram
these n qubits are carried by the n wires going from left to
right. The quantum circuit consists of the application of a
sequence of elementary quantum gates to single
si
qubits and
pairs of qubits. [11]
Fig. 2 The Bloch Sphere

The following is an example of a Toffoli gate and its
decomposition:

Fig. 3 Qubit States

It is hard to do any interesting computation with only
a single qubit. Like classical computers, quantum computers
use quantum registers made up of multiple qubits. When
collapsed, quantum registers are bit strings whose length
determines the amount
mount of information they can store. In
superposition, each qubit in the register is in a superposition of
|1〉 and |0〉,, and consequently a register of n qubits is in a
superposition of all 2n possible bit strings that could be
represented using n bits. [9]
An elementary quantum operation is analogous to an
elementary gate like the AND or NOT gate in a classical
circuit. It operates upon either
er a single qubit or two qubits.
qubits
One of the most important examples is the Hadamard gate,
denoted by H, which operates on a single qubit. [11]

III. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Quantum computation introduces a number of new
complexity classes to the polynomial hierarchy. Probably the
most studied complexity class is Bounded-error
Bounded
Quantum
Polynomial time, or BQP. BQP is the quantum extension of
BPP: the class of decision problems
problem solvable in polynomial
time by an innately probabilistic quantum Turing machine,
with the same error constraint as defined for BPP. Unlike
BPP, it is suspected that P⊂BQP,
BQP, which would mean that
quantum
antum computers are capable of solving some problems in
polynomial
olynomial time that cannot be solved efficiently by a
classical Turing machine! [9]
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In university research labs, an international team led
by University of Surrey scientists were successful in
manipulating atoms of phosphorous within silicon crystals,
controlling their shape and size, essentially making them
dance. To date, the majority of quantum computers have been
made using materials that are not mass-produced, and often
using atoms suspended in vacuum. This development
highlight growing global dynamism towards creating
functional quantum computers. [3]

Fig. 4 The relationship between complexity classes

"Since the recent birth of quantum computing, the
most important efforts have been invested in the search for
new quantum algorithms that would show evidence of
significant drops in complexity compared with classical
algorithms. Obtaining new and convincing results in this area
is clearly a crucial issue for making progress in quantum
computing ... The quantum parts of algorithms are mostly
described by drawing pictures of quantum gate networks,
which are to quantum computing what logical gate circuits are
to classical computing." [10]
IV. RESEARCH UPDATES
The most recent development in the field of Quantum
Computing which represents a step forward towards wide
scale uses of quantum computers is the latest announcement
by Intel Technologies, which arrived at a test chip of 17-qubit
superconducting which was delivered to QuTech, Intel's
quantum research partner in the Netherlands. [2]

Fig. 5 Intel's chip of 17-qubit superconducting

Fig. 6 Scientists were successful in manipulating atoms of phosphorous within
silicon crystals, controlling their shape and size, essentially making them
dance.

IBM in May 2017 announcing its most complex
quantum system yet (at 16 and 17 quantum qubits of quantum
volume, as opposed to the previous 5 qubit processor) while
Google says it is on track this year to unveil a processor with
so-called “quantum supremacy”—capabilities no conventional
computer can match. [3]
Quantum computing is already redefining computer
science and engineering, and all systems as we know them
nowadays are going to be insecure and obsolete as the
quantum computers get more usable and popular as current
computers. This may take some time to happen but it will
eventually occur.
Despite not yet much easy to develop and experiment,
quantum computing algorithms can still be developed and
submitted for simulation on publicly available labs at research
arms of large enterprises. For example, IBM has made access
to simulators and actual hardware of five and 16 qubits
available as part of the IBM Q experience, which provides
resources to learn and experiment with. They also have a
quantum SDK, or Quantum Information Software Kit (QISKit)
to make building circuits easy. See [4] for reference.
At the Russian Quantum Center (RCC or RQC)
International Conference on Quantum Technologies (ICQT2017), Harvard professor and RCC co-founder Mikhail Lukin
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presented results that shook up the conference as well as the
industry at large. His announcement:
t: his team had successfully
created a 51-qubit
qubit quantum computer of a type that can –again,
in theory – execute general computations.
According
g to a conference press release: “Lukin’s
team has already solved several physical problems, extremely
difficult to model with the help of ‘classical’ supercomputers ...
To verify the results of these calculations, Lukin and his
colleagues had to develop a special algorithm that allowed
similar calculations to be performed in a very crude form on
ordinary computers. The results on the whole coincided, it
confirmed that the 51-qubit
qubit system of scientists from Harvard
is working in practice.” [15]

that. I’d say within five years, it’s going to be a technology
that will be very much in use in all sorts of businesses." [6]
"While
While business applications within quantum
computing are mostly hopeful theories, there’s one area where
experts agree quantum could be valuable: optimization. Using
quantum computing to create a program that “thinks” through
how to make business operations faster, smarter and cheaper
could revolutionize countless
ntless industries."
industries. [14]

V. REAL-LIFE APPLICATIONS
Currently, quantum computers are already in
utilization in production environments at large corporations,
including Google, IBM, NASA, etc. The most popular
commercial provider of Quantum Computing hosting and
processing environment is D-Wave
Wave Systems, a company
co
based
in North America, that also provides research and educational
support services.
For the past 10 years, the number of qubits on DD
Wave's QPUs has been
een steadily doubling each year. This trend
is expected to continue. To create QPUs with numbers of
qubits up to around 10,000, the current fabrication process can
simply be scaled to add more qubits in the same way that they
are arranged currently.

Fig. 7 Quantum Processor Development

In an interview with the CEO of the D-Wave
company he said: "Google has created what they call the
Quantum Artificial Intelligence Lab, where they’re exploring
using our computer for AI applications or learning
applications. And NASA has a whole set of problems that
they’re investigating, ranging from doing things like looking
for exoplanets to [solving] logistic problems and things like

Fig. 8 View of Quantum Computer

While applications are in essence unlimited and not
fully predictable, in the following we show some examples of
tangible use cases that prove the promising advancements that
quantum computing can provide to human life, thanks to the
enormous processing capabilities of the quantum technology:
 Economy and Finance:
o Analysis and simulation of stock portfolios
for investment decisions
o Agricultural and planting applications
o More effective fraud detection and risk
optimization in real time
 Medicine:
o Research and development of medical
sciences,, e.g. analysis of DNA sequences
which are usually of large size data
o Bio-engineering
engineering and telemedicine relying on
heavy image processing and analysis
o Faster and more accurate diagnosis of
critical diseases like cancer
o Drug discovery and production at scale
 Natural Sciences:
o Experiments that were too costly and time
consuming to simulate and study are more
convenient to carry out using
us
the quantum
computing power
o Forecasting and time series analysis
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Information Technology:
o Data searches and analysis of big data
warehouses
o Software tests and simulations that are too
complex and time consuming for current
computers
o Artificial Intelligence and automation of
many applied use cases, including traffic
management, IoT and smart objects, where
fast response and analysis of huge data
collected by sensors is highly enhanced
using the quantum processing capabilities
o Algorithms design, where most limitations
of traditional computing, in terms of
processing time and space, are now much
superseded by the quantum paradigm
Management Optimization:
o Supply chain and procurement: scenario
analysis and decision making with regard to
space and cost efficiency, distribution
channels, transportation optimization, etc.
o Asset
and
resource
management:
probabilistic modeling for cost savings and
lifecycle management
o Analytical capabilities in general, which
leads to more insightful decision making
process
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